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GURUNAVI CONCIERGE SELECTION

Fukuoka Restaurant
Information center by Gurunavi
Our concierges (foodies of course) will find the perfect restaurant
for you. Feel free to ask us anything about Fukuoka food and area 
restaurants! We would also be happy to check on seat availability 
and make a reservation on your behalf. The service is for FREE!

Tenjin 2-1-1 Chuo-ku, 
Fukuoka city
< inside Fukuoka City 
Tourist Information (Tenjin) >
Hours : 9:30am - 7pm
Close : 12/31,1/1

Couponsinside



 ：English menu available　  ：Wi-fi available　  ：Credit cards accepted　  ：QR code payment accepted　  ：Smoking　  ：Kid-friendly restaurant 　Icon
Information in this guide is as of April 2020. This information is subject to change. Please contact the individual restaurants for confirmation.

for 2 nights 
and 3 days!!
There is a lot of delicious 

food in Fukuoka!! 
Our concierges (foodies of 

course) produced this 
gourmet guide for who is 
food lover!!! We hope this 

may help your stay.
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Let's walk around the city.
Day 1

From Dazaifu Tenmangu 
to the Kyushu National Museum.

Day 2

Enjoy the city and Fukuoka food to the end♪
Day 3

Hakata Bus Terminal
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Suzukake main shopF

Enjoy Yatai in Nakasu area!G

The Yatai open as early as 18:30. You cannot make 
a reservation, so finding a place is all down to luck! 
There are no toilets, so please go before you visit. 
The charm of these food stalls is that you will have 
fun conversations with people you have never met 
before. But be careful not to drink too much!
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the approach

MAP：Yatai (A)

Dinner : Japanese food /  Fukuoka's specialty, 
Motsunabe / Mizutaki

Dinner : Seafood, Meat / Others
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To get up early and try 
some fresh seafood!
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Need more details? 
Please check on page 3 !

Need more details? 
Please check on page 10 !

Need more details? 
Please check on page 7 !

Need more details? 
Please check on page 13 !
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The birthplace of Udon 
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They serve fresh fish at a reasonable price.
They have a f ish tank, so we serve fresh f ish at a 
reasonable price every day. They also have Hakata's 
famous motsunabe, gomasaba (sesame mackerel 
sashimi) , mizutaki, mentaiko, and other delicious 
dishes!

Terms of use : A・C・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

Mon.-Thu. only: all-you-can-drink will be 990 yen. (you can only 
use this coupon until 7pm and must order appetizer + 2 dishes)COUPON

Jakokujira
 Izakaya  Hakata  3,000
 Mon.-Sat. 5pm-12am / Sun., Holiday 5pm-11pm　
 Year end & New Year holidays   80 Seats　
 Nishitetsu Hotel Croom Hakata 1F, 1-17-6, Hakataekimae, 

Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-418-2255

3

 ：English menu available　  ：Wi-fi available　  ：Credit cards accepted　  ：QR code payment accepted　  ：Smoking　  ：Kid-friendly restaurant 　Icon

Seafood, motsunabe, mizutaki, mentaiko, gameni and udon are some of the 
"Fukuoka Gourmet" specialities that you will want to eat again once you try 
them. If you come all the way to Fukuoka, please enjoy as much as you can eat.

©Fukuoka City

Without a doubt, Fukuoka's specialty is ... "Spicy mentaiko".
Walleye pollack eggs soaked in a spicy sauce, it is essential not only for eating with rice, but 
also for drinking. It was first sold in Japan in January 10, 1949. Toshio Kawahara is the founder 
of "FUKUYA". This taste has been handed down to this day.

43

Terms of use : A・C・E・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free grilled mentaikoCOUPON

Just 3 minutes walk from Hakata 
Station, you can enjoy Kyushu 
cuisine such as fresh squid sashimi , 
gomasaba (sesame mackerel 
sashimi) and Hakata motsunabe!

Beautifully remodeled Hakata townhouse 
of 100 years old.
Enjoy authentic local Kyushu cuisine such as seafood and 
Japanese hot pots (motsunabe and mizutaki) in a traditional 
Japanese house. You can choose a main course for lunch, 
and their service is perfect if you bring your children!

Terms of use : A・C・E・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free seasonal dessertCOUPON

Bentendou
 Japanese Food  Daimyo  1,000  4,000
 Mon., Tue., Thu.-Sun. 11am-4pm / Mon.-Thu., Sun., Holiday 5pm-11:30pm 

/ Fri., Sat., Day before a holiday 5pm-12:30am　  No fixed holidays ※Lunch 
is not served on Wednesdays. 150 Seats　  2-1-41, 
Daimyo, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-737-5823

2

You can enjoy fresh seafood such as fresh 
squid sashimi, horse mackerel sashimi , 
assorted sashimi and Hakata's famous sesame 
mackerel. They also have various local dishes 
from Hakata such as motsunabe, mizutaki and 
gameni. It is a perfect restaurant for sightseeing 
as it is 3 minutes walk from Hakata Station.

Ineya
Izakaya  Hakata 800 4,000
 11am-3pm / 5pm-11pm　
 2nd and 4th Tue.  108 Seats　
 Richmond Hotel Hakata 1F, 6-17,  

     Hakataekichuogai, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi
 +81-92-481-7737

1

Coupon valied until the end of December 2020.  A：For group of two or more, you need to present only one coupon.  B： Reservations required.  C： Cannot be 
combined with another coupon.  D： If use a coupon you cannot pay with e-money.  E： Coupons only acceptable during dinner hours.  F： Cannot be combined 
with any other service.  G： Show your coupon to a staff member when you order.  H： Show your coupon to a staff member when you visit the restaurant.

Terms of use 
for coupons.

Japanese food / 
Fukuoka's specialty



Information in this guide is as of April 2020. This information is subject to change. Please contact the individual restaurants for confirmation.

 ：English menu available　  ：Wi-fi available　  ：Credit cards accepted　  ：QR code payment accepted　  ：Smoking　  ：Kid-friendly restaurant 　Icon 65

Offers seasonal Japanese kaiseki cuisine 
and heartwarming hospitaity.
The elegant interior has a Japanese feel and is perfect 
for business and also family events such as longevity 
celebrations. Please enjoy Japanese seasonal kaiseki 
cuisine that to your heart's content.

Terms of use : C・F・H ( Please refer to page bottom )

Free coffee after lunch (up to 4 people)COUPON

HANAMANYO
 Kaiseki Cuisine  Tenjin  2,500  6,000
 11:30am-3pm / 5pm-10pm　
 Tue., Year end & New Year holidays  60 Seats　
 5-6F, 5-25-18, Watanabedori, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-761-4444

7

Enjoy Japanese cuisine with seasonal 
ingredients.
The owner only cooks Japanese food and has been doing 
it for 40 years! They do everything by themselves from 
the procurement of ingredients to preparation to the final 
serving. Please enjoy it together with delicious junmai sake 
and junmai ginjo that go well with seasonal Japanese dishes.

Terms of use : A・B ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free drink  (Some products only)COUPON

NIHON-RYOURI ISHIDA
 Japanese Food  Nakasu  7,000
 6pm-3am　  Open everyday　  56 Seats　
 1-3F, 4-1-8, Nakasu, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-281-2505

8

Please enjoy authentic Hakata Tonpei-yaki.
In addition to the famous Hakata Tonpei-yaki made 
of Satsuma Kurobuta pork wrapped in a special egg 
dough, you can enjoy Hakata style okonomiyaki made 
with mentaiko and offal, and grilled offal made with 
Kagoshima's A5 Japanese black beef.

Terms of use : A・C・E・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

Tombei
 Teppanyaki  Hakata  1,000  3,500
 11am-12am　  Same as AMU Plaza Hakata　
 36 Seats　  AMU Plaza Hakata 10F, 1-1, 

Hakataekichuogai, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-409-6831

9

Long-established sushi restaurant offers 
the very best hospitality.
They recommend the Edomae-style nigiri that uses fresh 
seafood from the market every day as well as hot pot 
dishes like fuguchiri in the winter. Enjoy sushi kaiseki and 
various famous sake while looking at the Naka River.

Terms of use : C・D・E・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

Nishimura
 Sushi  Hakata  7,000
 Mon.-Fri. 5pm-1am / Sat., Sun., Holiday 12pm-1am　
 Open everyday　  30 Seats　  1-5-3, Sumiyoshi, 

Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-271-2774

5

Enjoy with the abundant land and sea 
dishes around Kyushu.
In a ref ined and Japanese modern interior space, 
specially selected ingredients nurtured by Kyushu's 
abundant nature are interwoven with skills from the 
chef.

Terms of use : A・F ( Please refer to page bottom )

If you order course menu, you can get a grilled Aka 
beef of Aso for 1,200 yen ( tax excluded) !COUPON

Popopon
 Japanese Food  Yakuin  2,500   8,000
 12pm-3pm / 5pm-10:30pm　  Open everyday　
 40 Seats　  2-14-29, Yakuin, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-717-5646

6

Terms of use : A・C・E・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free seasonal dish of Hakata 
local cuisineCOUPON

Enjoy fresh fishes like squid 
from Yobuko and high quality 
fish "longtooth grouper" 
directly delivered from the 
fishing port every day.
The fish tank inside of the restaurant is 
guaranteed to be stocked with fresh fish 
including seasonal fish from the Genkai Sea 
and squid delivered directly from Yobuko! You 
can also enjoy various dishes made with high 
quality fish "longtooth grouper" and seasonal 
ingredients from all over Kyushu! The quiet 
private room can be used for various occasions 
such as entertaining guests or anniversaries!

Hakata Hyotei
Japanese Food  Daimyo  4,000
 5pm-11pm   Sun.   110 Seats　
 2-2-2, Daimyo, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-406-5900

4

Coupon valied until the end of December 2020.  A：For group of two or more, you need to present only one coupon.  B： Reservations required.  C： Cannot be 
combined with another coupon.  D： If use a coupon you cannot pay with e-money.  E： Coupons only acceptable during dinner hours.  F： Cannot be combined 
with any other service.  G： Show your coupon to a staff member when you order.  H： Show your coupon to a staff member when you visit the restaurant.

Terms of use 
for coupons.

There is a wide variety of simple and 
voluminous menus!!  
Some menu items can be prepared in mini size and 
without garlic♪ The restaurant is in Hakata station so 
you won't get wet when it rains!

Terms of use : A・C・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

50 yen off the total billCOUPON

GIONTEI Hakata bus terminal
 Japanese Food  Hakata  840  840
 11am-10pm　  No fixed holidays  47 Seats　
 Hakata bus terminal 8F, 2-1, Hakataekichuogai, 

Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-483-1822

10



Information in this guide is as of April 2020. This information is subject to change. Please contact the individual restaurants for confirmation.

 ：English menu available　  ：Wi-fi available　  ：Credit cards accepted　  ：QR code payment accepted　  ：Smoking　  ：Kid-friendly restaurant 　Icon

You should definitely try the superb dishes prepared in the best condition 
with fresh fish caught on the day at Hakata Port. Kyushu's delicious seafood 
are all gathered in this Fukuoka kitchen. Enjoy with a few drinks.

©Fukuoka City

Fukuoka sashimi's delicious taste comes from its thickness.
The taste of fresh seafood is greatly affected by the cooking. The sashimi in Fukuoka is 
especially delicious, the secret is "thickness of the sashimi" which is served so that you can 
feel the original texture of the ingredients at a reasonable price. Every restaurant has its own 
taste, so why don't you order an assorted sashimi for starters?

87

Terms of use : C・E・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

The chef trained at a sushi restaurant 
and brings out the original flavor of 
the ingredients with various cooking 
methods such as sashimi, grilling, 
simmering, and steaming.

Using ingredients bought directly from 
fishermen on the Itoshima Peninsula.
Only 5 minutes walk from Hakata station (Chikushi-
guchi)! Their food is extraordinarily fresh with fish in 
the fish tanks personally bought and stocked by the 
chef!

Terms of use : C・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

DOGENKAI
 Izakaya  Hakata  4,000
 5pm-1am   No fixed holidays   212 Seats　
 4F, 2-2-10, Hakataekihigashi, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-433-8384

12

Please enjoy amazing Hakata specialty dishes.
All seating are low tables with sunken floors, 11 private 
rooms are available.They serve fresh seafood dishes 
such as squid sashimi and sesame mackerel as well as 
local dishes from Hakata such as motsunabe. Perfect not 
only for business, but also for sightseeing meals.

Terms of use : A・B・C ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

KISUITEI WARAKU
 Izakaya  Daimyo  3,500  5,000
 Mon.-Fri. 5:30pm-11pm / Sat., Sun., Holiday 

11:30am-3pm / 5:30pm-11pm   No fixed holidays　
 60 Seats　  1-8-31, Daimyo, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-791-3090

13

They have carefully selected ingredients such 
as high quality rosy seabass from Tsushima 
and spear squid from Yobuko. The chef honed 
his skills at a sushi restaurant. Good access only 
3 minutes from the Hakata station, the refined 
and relaxing Japanese modern interior design 
can be used for various circumstances.

UOKURA
Izakaya  Hakata  2,000  7,000
 Mon.-Sat. 11am-2:30pm / Sun., Day before a holiday,  

      Holiday 11am-3pm / Mon.-Sun. 5pm-12am　
 Open everyday 114 Seats   Miyako 

Hotel Hakata 2F, 2-1-1, Hakataekihigashi, 
Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi   +81-92-433-5214

11

Coupon valied until the end of December 2020.  A：For group of two or more, you need to present only one coupon.  B： Reservations required.  C： Cannot be 
combined with another coupon.  D： If use a coupon you cannot pay with e-money.  E： Coupons only acceptable during dinner hours.  F： Cannot be combined 
with any other service.  G： Show your coupon to a staff member when you order.  H： Show your coupon to a staff member when you visit the restaurant.

Terms of use 
for coupons.

Seafood



 ：English menu available　  ：Wi-fi available　  ：Credit cards accepted　  ：QR code payment accepted　  ：Smoking　  ：Kid-friendly restaurant 　Icon
Information in this guide is as of April 2020. This information is subject to change. Please contact the individual restaurants for confirmation.

Hot pot
Motsunabe

Hakata's motsunabe has a rich and delicate 
flavor. You can enjoy each restaurant's 
original motsunabe. It is delicious not 
only in winter but also in summer when 
you will sweat while eating. Please enjoy 
the authentic taste.

Mizutaki
It is a local cuisine that makes the most of 
the flavor of chicken. It is one of the essential 
dishes for home cooking in Fukuoka. You 
can feel the particular taste of specialty 
stores and other stores. Enjoy the light and 
deep taste to your heart's content.

109

The specialty of this restaurant is 
"mackerel sashimi"
Live mackerel are taken from the fish tank and cooked 
after you order! Their famous "mackerel sashimi" is 
amazingly fresh and so good that it may change your 
mind even if you are not a fan of mackerel or vegetables.

Terms of use : A・C・E・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

Mon.-Thu., you will get 20% off the total bill.  
Fri., Sat., you will get 10% off the total bill.COUPON

Darumaya
 Seafood  Tenjin  3,500
 Mon.-Fri. 5pm-12am / Sat. 5pm-11:30pm　
 Sun., Holiday   70 Seats　  1-15-3, Tenjin, 

Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-711-9167

15

Enjoy natural and live fish purchased from 
their own provider in the Genkainada Sea.
They purchase it directly from fishermen and ship it 
directly to the store's fish tank. The dishes made with 
fresh fish are all handmade without using any ready-
made items.

Terms of use : C・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

Umi no Michi
 Izakaya  Tenjin  3,500
 5pm-1am   Open everyday   153 Seats　
 B1F, 1-12-3, Tenjin, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-406-9536

16

Terms of use : A・C・E・F・H ( Please refer to page bottom )

Horse mackerel 1,430 yen  → 1,000 yenCOUPON

A skilled craftsman beautifully 
cooks fresh fish directly from 
the fish tank.
Their sashimi tastes different because it 
is really fresh!! Experienced craftsmen 
carefully prepare and cook all kinds of 
selected ingredients. Please take your time 
and enjoy it with carefully selected sake 
along with the dishes that reflect such 
craftsmanship.

HAKATA NO TORIDE
Japanese Food  Nakasu  2,000  6,000
 11am-2:30pm / 5:30pm-11pm　
 No fixed holidays / Year end & New Year holidays　
 200 Seats　
 Hakata Riverain Mall 2F, 3-1, Shimokawabata-machi,

     Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-260-3423

14

Coupon valied until the end of December 2020.  A：For group of two or more, you need to present only one coupon.  B： Reservations required.  C： Cannot be 
combined with another coupon.  D： If use a coupon you cannot pay with e-money.  E： Coupons only acceptable during dinner hours.  F： Cannot be combined 
with any other service.  G： Show your coupon to a staff member when you order.  H： Show your coupon to a staff member when you visit the restaurant.

Terms of use 
for coupons.
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Information in this guide is as of April 2020. This information is subject to change. Please contact the individual restaurants for confirmation.

 ：English menu available　  ：Wi-fi available　  ：Credit cards accepted　  ：QR code payment accepted　  ：Smoking　  ：Kid-friendly restaurant 　IconCoupon valied until the end of December 2020.  A：For group of two or more, you need to present only one coupon.  B： Reservations required.  C： Cannot be 
combined with another coupon.  D： If use a coupon you cannot pay with e-money.  E： Coupons only acceptable during dinner hours.  F： Cannot be combined 
with any other service.  G： Show your coupon to a staff member when you order.  H： Show your coupon to a staff member when you visit the restaurant.

Terms of use 
for coupons. 1211

The special soy sauce-based soup is 
highly addictive!
The motsunabe that uses the chewy texture and rich 
soup based on soy sauce is addictive once you eat 
it! You can also enjoy squid delivered directly from 
Yobuko!

Terms of use : C・D・E・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

Imo
 Izakaya  Nakasu  3,500
 Mon.- Thu.,Sun., Holiday 5pm-3am / Fri.,Sat., 5pm-4am
 No fixed holidays   80 Seats　  4-2-5, Nakasu, 

Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-263-0038

19

Long-established restaurant that spread 
small intestine cuisine to nationwide!
There are about 50 kinds of meat and offal! Its freshness 
and variety is one of the best in Fukuoka! Enjoy our 
fresh and high-quality Kyushu offal not only with 
yakiniku, but also with motsunabe!

Terms of use : C・F・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

Sumibiyaki Tenjin horumon Imaizumiten
 Motsunabe  Tenjin  3,500
 5pm-12am　  Year end & New Year holidays　
 47 Seats   1-18-38, Imaizumi Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-752-5169

20

Enjoy Japanese cuisine with the flavor of Hakata.
The fish tank inside of the restaurant is stocked with 
fresh fish from the Genkai Sea and squid delivered 
directly from Yobuko! Please enjoy the craftsmanship of 
Japanese chef such as motsunabe, mizutaki and so on. 
The special hot pot is a must-eat!

Terms of use : A・C・E・F・H ( Please refer to page bottom )

Glilled Japanese black beef loin 1,760 yen  → 1,000 yenCOUPON

Manyou
 Japanese Food  Nakasu  3,000  5,500
 5pm-11pm　  Year end & New Year holidays　
 158 Seats　  THE LIVELY FUKUOKA B1F, 5-2-18, 

Nakasu, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-262-2001

21

Reasonable and delicious! Mizutaki is 
absolutely fresh and superb!
You can enjoy very fresh Hakata local chicken at a very 
reasonable price because this restaurant is directly 
managed by producer! Please enjoy the soup first and 
then enjoy the Hakata local chicken.

Terms of use : A・B・C・D・E・F ( Please refer to page bottom )

Add all-you-can-drink for 2 hours to the Hakata Chicken 
Mizutaki Hot Pot Course (3,500 yen) for just 1,500 yenCOUPON

Fukueikumiai
 Izakaya  Nakasu  900  4,000
 Mon.-Sat., Day before a holiday, Holiday 11:30am-3pm / Mon.- Sat. 

5pm-11pm / Holiday 5pm-10pm　  Sun.,Year end & New Year 
holidays   90 Seats    4-210, Kamikawabatamachi, 
Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-292-0007

22

Enjoy precious ”Amakusa Daio" mizutaki
The mizutaki with rich soup that is cooked with our 
original blend for 7 hours is full of flavor. You can also 
enjoy squid, motsunabe and other Fukuoka's speciality.

Terms of use : A・B・C・D・E・F ( Please refer to page bottom )

If you order a "Hanare course" with 8 people or more, then 1 
person will be FREE. (the course includes all-you-can-drink)COUPON

Nagi-no Ki hanare
 Mizutaki  Nishinakasu  4,500
 5pm-11pm　  Sun. ※If Monday is a holiday, it is 

closed the following day.　  50 Seats　
 12-19, Nishinakasu, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-739-1677

23

Enjoy mizutaki with Hanamidori brand chicken 
simmered in hydrogen water for 8 hours.
The mizutaki that is made with attention to the ingredients, 
water, production area and freshness uses Fukuoka brand 
chicken "Hanamidori". This is a superb dish where you can 
fully enjoy the juicy meat and the soup rich with its flavor.

Terms of use : H ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free seasonal dessertCOUPON

Torimabushi
 Mizutaki  Nakasu  1,500  3,500
 11am-11pm　  Year end & New Year holidays　
 28 Seats　  5-3-18, Nakasu, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-260-7273

24

Higly regarded motsunabe restaurant 
founded in 1953.
Savor motsunabe in this long-established restaurant, 
founded in 1953. All vegetables are domestic produce 
and the soy sauce flavored motsunabe is MSG-free.

Terms of use : Nothing

Balloon art present for course reservation of 
4 or moreCOUPON

Kawano
 Motsunabe  Hakata  3,500
 5pm-12am   No fixed holidays   90 Seats　
 6-34, Gionmachi, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-262-5210

17

Proud of the signature soup and high 
quality Motsu!
Directly connected to Nishitetsu Fukuoka station. 
Their popular miso flavor is a blend of several types 
including Kyushu-style miso and Kyoto-style miso.

Terms of use : A・C・D・E・G ( Please refer to page bottom )

A free dessert for the number of peopleCOUPON

OOYAMA
 Motsunabe  Tenjin  1,300  2,500
 11am-12:30am　  Same as PARCO　  32 Seats　
 PARCO New building B2F, 2-11-1, Tenjin, Chuo-ku, 

      Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-235-7433

18
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There are a lot of famous Japanese black beef in Kyushu. You can eat a lot of 
brand beef in the region capital Fukuoka. We also introduce popular local 
restaurants.

Fukuoka's "chicken skin" is rolled-up. 
The circle wrap is "chicken skin". It is cooked twice to remove excess fat and make the 
outside crispy, while the inside remains soft. No ef for t is spared to provide delicious 
food. Please enjoy it .

1413

Terms of use : H ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free sparkling wine (half bottle)COUPON

Have an extraordinary experience 
enjoying yakiniku and French 
cuisine using elegant and unique 
tableware and sake cups.

Enjoy Wagyu beef of good quality and 
rich in flavor at a resonable prices!
This restaurant is directly connected to Nishitetsu 
Fukuoka stat ion, where you can enjoy meat and 
vegetables from Kyushu at a reasonable price in a stylish 
atmosphere.

Terms of use : A・C・H ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

Hachi Hachi
 Yakiniku  Tenjin  1,500  3,000
 11am-11pm　  Same as SOLARIA PLAZA　
 50 Seats　  SOLARIA PLAZA 6F, 2-2-43, 

Tenjin, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-733-7474

26

The superbly juicy "Yakitori" dish is a 
must-eat menu!
They serve chicken dishes and Kyushu delicacies 
unique to 'Sumi' in Arita-yaki and Hasami-yaki plates. 
You can enjoy it to your heart's content for banquets or 
entertainment.

Terms of use : A・B・E ( Please refer to page bottom )

One free drink    (Some products only)COUPON

SUMITORA HANARE
 Yakitori  Hakata  1,500  5,500
 11:30am-2:30pm / 5pm-11pm　
 Year end & New Year holidays　  56 Seats　
 ORIENTAL HOTEL B1F, 4-23, Hakataekichuogai, 

Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-292-1432

27

Gorgeous course menu with lavish use of 
luxurious ingredients such as main tuna, 
snow crab, Amakusa tiger prawn, horse 
sashimi and Japanese black beef. You can 
choose your main dish to celebrate birthdays 
and anniversaries, and to dine with your 
loved ones.

Kisaragi
Yakiniku  Tenjin  8,000
 5pm-11pm　
 Thu., 2nd and 3rd Wed.   26 Seats　
 3F, 1-9-19, Imaizumi, Chuo-ku, 

     Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-707-3829

25

Coupon valied until the end of December 2020.  A：For group of two or more, you need to present only one coupon.  B： Reservations required.  C： Cannot be 
combined with another coupon.  D： If use a coupon you cannot pay with e-money.  E： Coupons only acceptable during dinner hours.  F： Cannot be combined 
with any other service.  G： Show your coupon to a staff member when you order.  H： Show your coupon to a staff member when you visit the restaurant.

Terms of use 
for coupons.

Meat / Others
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You can enjoy steamed dishes meat from 
local specialties!
Serving sashimi, steamed food, stews, and grilled food 
only 2 minutes walk from Nakasu-Kawabata subway 
station! It can be used for a variety of occasions.

Terms of use : A・H ( Please refer to Page bottom )

A free ice cream for the number of peopleCOUPON

Kunihilo
 Izakaya  Nakasu  5,000
 5pm-12am   Sun., Holiday , 2nd Tue., 4th Mon.   60 Seats　
 2F, 5-4-6, Nakasu, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-262-1313

28

You can enjoy famous Fukuoka food 
"Torikawa" here!
Hakata's famous chicken skin!! Please enjoy the rich 
"Chicken skin" which is made by layering 6 degrees of pre-
cooking with a 50-year old sauce, and the "Skin with salt" 
which is made by removing the fat until it becomes crispy.

Terms of use : A・C・E・F・G ( Please refer to Page bottom )

One free "Jidori chicken" YakitoriCOUPON

KAWAKKO
 Yakitori  Daimyo  3,500
 5:30pm-12:30am　  No fixed holidays　  38 Seats　
 1-8-35, Daimyo, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-707-3058

30

Offer rare cuts of beef at a reasonable 
price.
By purchasing 1 head of Fukuoka brand beef "Hakata-
style Japanese beef", they can serve it at a reasonable 
price without leaving any rare or small parts. Meat only! 
Please enjoy the exquisite taste!

Terms of use : A・C・E・F・G ( Please refer to Page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

Nurubon Daimyo Kitchen
 Yakiniku  Daimyo  3,000
 5pm-11:30pm　  No fixed holidays　  98 Seats　
 1-11-12, Daimyo, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-718-8515

31

Feel the restaurant in a festival atmosphere, 
playing videos of the Hakata Yamakasa!
Enjoy the delicious food of Kyushu and Hakata in a space 
for adults surrounded by traditional Hakata-ori textile, 
including a huge screen and paper-cut drawing expressing 
Yamakasa! There are many exciting decorations as soon as 
you pass through the revolving door!

Terms of use : A・B・C ( Please refer to Page bottom )

Unlimited drinks for 90 minutes - 1,000 yenCOUPON

ONO
 Izakaya  Hakata  1,000  3,500
 12pm-5am　  Open everyday　  150 Seats　
 B1F, 2-1-24, Hakataekihigashi, Hakata-ku, 

Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-474-2439

32

Enjoy "Vegeroll" the vegetable filled meat 
rolls.
The spacious interior can be used for various occasions 
from every day use to parties. Relax and enjoy with 
other special dishes!

Terms of use : A・C・F・G ( Please refer to Page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

NALA
 Dining Bar  Tenjin  1,000  3,000
 Mon., Wed.-Sun. 11am-4pm / Mon.,Wed.,Thu.,Sun., 6pm-12am 

     / Fri., Sat.,Day before a holiday 6pm-2am　
 Tue. ※If Tuesday is a holiday, it will be open.  70 Seats　
 2F, 1-17-16-1, Imaizumi, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-80-1752-0070

34

This is a liquor store and bar that has 
both a chef and a sommelier.
Only 2 minutes walk from Tenjin-minami subway 
stat ion! You can readily enjoy French cuisine and 
a rearranging of Hakata cuisine by yourself when 
dropping by for a drink on your way home from work.

Terms of use : C・F ( Please refer to Page bottom )

If you hit the Ace, the designated menu will be freeCOUPON

KAKUUCHI FUKUTARO
 Izakaya  Tenjin  1,500  1,500
 Tue.-Sun., Day before a holiday & Holiday 11:30am-11pm　
 Mon.,Year end & New Year holidays ※If Monday is a holiday, 

it is closed the following day.   70 Seats   3F, 5-25-18, 
Watanabedori, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　  +81-92-733-4444

35

A fashionable bar where you can taste 
healthy Kyushu vegetables.
A fashionable bar where you can eat healthy Kyushu 
vegetables! For lunch, you can choose your favorite salad 
and dressing, and add toppings as you like.

Terms of use : A・C・E・F・G ( Please refer to Page bottom )

One free drinkCOUPON

VEGEBAL KYUSHU
 Bal  Hakata  1,200  2,800
 11am-12am　  Same as AMU Plaza Hakata　
 75 Seats　  AMU Plaza Hakata 2F, 1-1, 

Hakataekichuogai, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-432-1711

33

Enjoy the carefully selected Wagyu beef 
from all over the country.
They offer not only carefully selected A4 and A5 ranked Wagyu 
beef from all over the country, but also an abundant side menu. 
There are also seats for single guests, so you can take your time 
to enjoy some yakiniku in a comfortable space until the morning.

Terms of use : A・C・F・H ( Please refer to Page bottom )

One free drink   (Some products only)COUPON

Asamade Yakiniku
 Yakiniku  Daimyo  3,000
 24 hours　  Mon.( Mon. 9am to Tue. 11am ), No fixed holiday　
 37 Seats　  2F, 1-1-17, Daimyo, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi　
 +81-92-712-2400

29
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Ganso Nagahamaya 37
+81-92-711-8154   Flavor : Medium

Kouryu 45
Oden

Horin Haruyoshi 36
+81-92-716-6755   Flavor : Light

Area OKUNI44
Japanese food / Vegan menu available

Shin Shin Tenjin Honten38
+81-92-732-4006   Flavor : Medium

Donryu46
Tonkotsu Ramen

Ganso Akanoren Setchan Ramen40
+81-92-741-0267   Flavor : Medium

Yatai Bar Ebichan48
Bar style Yatai

Danbo Nakasu 39
+81-92-282-3488   Flavor : Medium

Mine chan47
Oden

Taihou Ramen41
+81-92-738-3277   Flavor : Medium

Tomo chan49
Ramen

Hakata Ikkousha Souhonten 43
+81-92-432-1190   Flavor : Rich

Maruyoshi51
Motsunabe

Ramen Unari Nakasu42
+81-92-281-8278   Flavor : Rich

Genkai50
Tempura

Hakata Ramen is widely known as the specialty of Fukuoka. It is common 
to order a noodle refill (kaedama) in Hakata to enjoy the leftover soup.

There are approximately 100 food stalls all over the town at night. Yatai is 
the place where you can meet local people and feel the local atmosphere.YataiRamen

※ The flavor of ramen is based on the restaurant's
 self-declaration.
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